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Abstract  
 
Background: Since athletes are often perceived as unbreakable, their mental health problems            

might be bypassed or denigrated by their coach, peers or even by the media. However, athletes                

are as, if not more, susceptible to mental health problems as anyone else. As the media                

continues to be the primary source of information, the way in which the media portrays mental                

health problems can affect how people perceive and regard them. In this research, I examined               

how Finnish elite athletes with mental health problems are portrayed in the Finnish news              

websites by qualitatively analyzing eight articles of four Finnish athletes, two former and two              

current. Furthermore, I compared the articles with one another in order to study the eventual               

differences between each article’s portrayal of the athletes’ mental health problems. Method:            

This analysis was conducted by applying a narrative discourse schema to the selected eight              

articles, which enabled me to examine both the structures of the articles as well as the                

underlying discourses and social context. Results: Nearly all of the articles are framed from the               

athlete’s point of view in terms of including more citations from the athlete than comments               

from the journalist. Furthermore, none of the articles regarded mental health problems among             

athletes in general, but rather portrayed each case as a single incident. Male athletes with a                

depressive disorder were complimented far more compared to female athletes. Moreover,           

female athletes eating disorder and anxiety were often associated with appearance and pressure             

regarding their sports career. Conclusion: The way in which athletes with mental health             

problems are portrayed in the Finnish news websites can be interpreted in two ways. Firstly,               

they can be perceived as hopeful recovery stories from the athletes perspective, as they portray               

how successful athletes can also develop mental health problems and still continue their career.              

Secondly, by not addressing the problem as a whole nor including any factual information in               

any of the articles indicates the journalists lack knowledge and/or apathy about the issue, and               

that it is a difficult subject to portray acceptably. 
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1. Introduction  
 

“If we ask for help, then we’re not this big macho athlete that people can look up to”  

Michael Phelps,  American Olympic swimmer. USA Today, 2017  

 

“Phelps is the golden boy of the Olympic Games. Fame and fortune are his. Really, what could 

be so bad in his life?”  

 

In August 2017, USA Today published an extensive article about American athletes who suffer              

or have suffered from mental health problems. Eight well-known professional athletes, both            

current and former, got to share their stories of living with a mental health problem. The                

purpose of the article was to raise awareness about the prevalence of mental health problems               

and encourage people, especially athletes, to talk about their struggles and seek for help.              

Mental disorders are serious health conditions but unlike physical illnesses, they still carry a              

stigma. An explanatory and contributing factor to it is the media and its representations of               

mental illnesses, which tend to be written from a negative perspective, stigmatizing in their              

language and associating them with crime and violence (see Stout et al., 2004). The way in                

which people with mental health problems are portrayed in the media affects the public's              

opinion on them, both positively and negatively, depending on the framing (Whitley & Wang,              

2017; Zexin, 2017). Thus, a negative representation of an athlete with mental health problems              

is most likely going to affect his or her image as an athlete and the public opinion of that                   

person, which aligns with Michael Phelps’ citation on the article in USA Today. One purpose               

of that article was to inform the audience just how common mental health problems are among                

athletes and why is it not discussed more publicly. Since recently, more and more athletes are                

sharing their battles with mental health issues, including Finnish elite athletes, it becomes             

relevant to research how they are represented in the media; are they represented as brave for                

openly discussing their struggles with mental health problems or as a tragic incidence?  

 

Examining how the athletes are portrayed in the media also helps understanding the purpose of               

the articles, in terms of is their aim to inform the reader about the prevalence of mental health                  

problems and thus encourage more athletes and non-athletes to seek help or merely to attract               

more readers and advance sales. Several studies have been made regarding the media’s             
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representation of mental illnesses in general, yet when portraying different groups of people             

with mental illnesses, discursive differences may occur. Therefore, in this research I chose to              

examine how Finnish public figures, such as elite athletes with mental health problems are              

portrayed by the Finnish media. Together with the theoretical framework, previous studies (see             

chapter 2), provide a premise of how Finnish news websites might also portray mental health               

problems. Thus, in this research I examine whether these kinds of representations of mental              

illnesses and mental health problems are accurate when it comes to Finnish media’s portrayal              

of Finnish athletes with mental health problems. 

 

1.1.  Research Question  

The purpose of this research is to investigate how the Finnish media represent Finnish elite               

athletes with mental health problems. In this study, I am going to analyze articles from various                

Finnish newspapers’ and news outlets’ online editions (e.g. news websites). I chose to examine              

articles of four Finnish elite athletes, two former and two active, who have publicly spoken               

about their mental health problems. Thus, a total of eight articles from different news websites,               

written between 2000 - 2017, composed the empirical material of this research. This selection              

is further motivated in chapter 4. The questions this research aims to answer are as follows:  

 
● How are Finnish athletes with mental health problems represented in the Finnish            

news websites? 

Are the athletes represented as brave heroes for discussing their battle with mental health problems in                

public, as tragic incidences or is the subject introduced as trivial.  

 

● Do different articles’ description of the subject differ from one another?  

 

The athletes I have chosen are skier Mika Myllylä, figure skater Kiira Korpi, floorball player               

Mika Kohonen and skier Eveliina Piippo (see table 1). To carry out this research I will employ                 

a narrative analysis to examine the selected articles and their underlying discourse schema and              

social values (Hansen & Machin, 2013). The analysis will be conducted by utilizing a schema               

presented by Hansen and Machin (2013), in which the text will primarily be broken into               

sequences and later analyzed deeper. I consider a narrative analysis suitable as it facilitates              

gaining a deeper knowledge about the news websites’ depiction of athletes with mental health              
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problems, as well as examining the websites’ representation of mental illness and mental health              

problems in general.  

 

Table 1 
 MIKA MYLLYLÄ KIIRA KORPI MIKA KOHONEN EVELIINA PIIPPO  

GENDER Male  Female Male Female 

YEAR OF BIRTH 1969 - 2011 1988 1977 1998 

SPORT  Skiing Figure skating Floorball Skiing  

ACTIVITY  Former athlete Former athlete Current athlete Current athlete  

 

1.2. The Concept of Mental Health and Mental Illness 

The World Health Organization defines mental health as “a state of well-being in which every               

individual realizes his or her own potential, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can work                 

productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a contribution to her or his community”. Thus,                

mental health problems occur when this kind of well-being is not achieved. Mental health              

problems vary from minor worries to serious long-term conditions and disorders. According to             

the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH, 2013), mental illness is a medical condition              

that changes a person’s thinking, behavior or emotions which substantially interferes with or             

limits one's life activities. However, in this research I am going to use the concept mental                

health problems when referring to mental illness. This choice was made to include articles              

about both common mental illnesses, such as depressive and anxiety disorders, and symptoms             

of them.  

 
 
2. Background & Previous Studies  
 
2.1. Media portrayal of mental illness  

There is no denying that media affects our understanding and depiction of the world around us.                

We use media for entertaining purposes, to search for information and simply to pass time.               

Media is the primary source of information about a variety of things, including mental health               

(Wahl, 2003). Media’s representation of events and people shapes our perception of reality.             

Thus, media’s coverage of subjects like mental health and mental illness can arguably affect              
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our perception and attitudes towards the subject itself and people with mental health problems.              

A study by Quintero Johnson and Riles (2016) found that the media’s stereotypical depiction of               

mental illness negatively affected college students’ perception of the subject and their behavior             

towards people with mental illness. According to several studies, the media’s portrayal of             

people with mental illness tends to have a negative perspective, stigmatizing language and/or             

be written in a context of violence and crime (Wahl, 2003; Stout et.al. 2004; Whitley & Wang,                 

2017; Zexin, 2017), as media tends to represent mental illness in its most severe forms (e.g.                

schizophrenia, dissociative identity disorder etc.) and rarely includes any positive or hopeful            

stories (Quintero Johnson & Riles, 2016). Such depictions are, while frequent, rarely accurate             

representations of mental illness and therefore reaffirm the stigma and contribute to negative             

attitudes towards people with mental illness (Whitley & Wang, 2017). A lack of knowledge of               

the issue causes people to rely on inaccurate depictions that media provides of mental illness,               

which can only increase stigma and discrimination (Stout et.al. 2004). However, media’s            

influence on people’s conception also works the other way around. Articles about recovery or              

that are written in an otherwise positive tone have been shown to reduce the stigma and                

“increase affirming attitudes towards people with mental illness” (Whitley & Wang, 2017).  

 

Nonetheless, the previous studies specifically examine media’s portrayal of severe mental           

illnesses and not mental health in general, meaning representations of common mental health             

problems, such as depression and eating disorders, might differ from previous descriptions.            

According to Francis’ et al. (2005) research about media’s portrayal of mental illnesses in              

Australia, mental health services and initiatives was the most frequent topic (28%), followed by              

depression (19%) and ‘other mental illnesses’ (13%, such as PTSD). The study also showed              

that from all the mental illness categories, schizophrenia and substance use disorder were             

mostly associated with crime (Francis et al. 2005). Thus, common mental health problems are              

rarely brought up in the context of crime and violence. To summarize, studies about the media                

coverage of severe mental illnesses seems to be more common than studies about the media               

representation of other mental health problems. There is a limited amount of research showing              

how common mental health problems are portrayed by the media.  
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2.2. Mental health problems in sports  

Sports is an important part of the Finnish culture and therefore greatly followed and              

appreciated. Finnish athletes are constantly on display in various magazines and newspapers            

and appear in different commercials. Professional athletes are well known to the entire             

population, greatly admired and looked upon and even considered as national superheroes. In             

Finland, no studies have been made about the prevalence of mental health problems among              

Finnish athletes, meaning its actual occurrence is not known to the athletes themselves nor to               

the public. This may increase the stigma around mental health problems and even affect the               

way it is portrayed in the media.  

 

Since athletes tend to be physically strong, a common, yet incorrect, presumption is that              

athletes are mentally ’unbreakable’ as well (Kenttä & Åkesdotter, 2015). Reardon and Factor             

(2010) argue that this tendency can lead to bypassing or even straight up denying the existence                

of symptoms of mental problems that may occur. Even among athletes seeking help for mental               

health problems is considered as a sign of weakness and to cause stigma (Rice et al. 2016). As                  

Kenttä and Åkesdotter (2015) argue, the stigma of mental illness may get accentuated in              

environments with distinct masculine norms, such as sports and the military, which makes             

seeking help even more unlikely.  

 

Regardless of the presumptions, there is no evidence showing that athletes are “immune” to              

mental health problems, quite the contrary. A study of Australian elite athletes found that up to                

46% of 224 surveyed athletes experienced some kind of mental health problem (Gulliver et al,               

2015). Moreover, a Swedish preliminary study showed that approximately one-third of           

Swedish elite athletes have struggled with mental health issues at some point in their career               

(Kenttä & Åkesdotter, 2015). Professional athletes encounter immense physical and social           

pressure and devote all their time and energy to practising and maintaining their athlete              

identity, which can lead to a loss of personal autonomy and result in psychological distress               

(Hughes & Leavey, 2012). Being constantly under the public and media scrutiny while             

managing the ongoing pressures from competition also exposes athletes to mental health            

problems (Rice et al, 2016). Such publicity and criticism might be especially tough for younger               

athletes who are already at a vulnerable state. A publication from the Finnish National Institute               
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for Health and Welfare (THL) shows that 20-25% of all Finnish adolescents (ages 12 -22)               

suffer from some kind of mental health problem, which also overlaps with the athletes’ peak               

competitive years (THL, 2013; Allen & Hopkins, 2015).  

 

2.3. Depression among athletes 

According to the World Health Organization’s (WHO), depressive and anxiety disorders are            

the most common mental disorders in the world, and appear to be the most common among                

athletes as well. Both in the Swedish preliminary study and the Australian study of elite               

athletes’ mental health problems, the most common symptoms reported were depressive           

disorders (Gulliver et al, 2015; Kenttä & Åkesdotter, 2015). In the Australian research of elite               

athletes, approximately 25 percent of participants had an injury at the time, which is considered               

to be a risk factor for depressive disorders in athletes, and could partially explain the high                

occurrence of depression (Gulliver et al, 2015; Reardon & Factor, 2010). Similar results were              

found in a research on professional football players (Gouttebarge et al, 2015). Gouttebarge et              

al. examined the mental health of 180 current and 121 former professional football players who               

were members of the World Footballers’ Union (FIFPro). The study found that the prevalence              

of depression and anxiety was 26% in current and up to 39% in former players. Mental health                 

problems of current players were associated with not only injuries, but also with low social               

support from their coach and teammates (Gouttebarge et al, 2015). Moreover, former players             

were more likely to experience mental health problems in all examined areas (e.g. adverse              

nutritional behaviour 26%/42% and burnout 5%/16% etc.) as a result of recent life events and               

lack of support (Gouttebarge et al, 2015). Lack of social support was also an affecting factor in                 

another study of Canadian elite swimmers (Hammond et al. 2013). In the study, female              

swimmers experienced symptoms of depressive disorders more often than male swimmers,           

which was associated with females perceiving less social support compared to their peers             

(Hammond et al. 2013). However, gender might be a more significant factor here. According to               

the data gathered, females, both athletes and non-athletes, are more likely to experience and to               

be diagnosed with mental health problems, such as depression and an eating disorder,             

compared to males (Kenttä & Åkesdotter, 2015; Hammond et al, 2013, WHO, 2017).  
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2.4. Eating disorders among athletes  

There is evidence suggesting that athletes are more likely to develop an eating disorder              

compared to non-athletes, both in male and female (Bratland-Sanda & Sundgot-Borgen, 2013).            

For example, according to Kenttä and Åkesdotter (2015), prevalence of eating disorders in elite              

athletes can be ten times higher than in the general population. Especially, female athletes in               

the so called “leanness sports”, such as gymnastics, figure skating and long distance running,              

are more susceptible to eating disorders than others (Gulliver et al, 2015; Reardon & Factor,               

2010). A part of athletic behaviour is to pay attention to diet and exercise (even excessively)                

thus making the recognition of symptoms difficult and enabling the disorder to develop further              

(Reardon & Factor, 2010). Bratland-Sanda et al. (2013) also note that athletes may             

underestimate their disordered eating habits and therefore let it slide. Furthermore, the loss of              

weight can initially lead to a better performance which encourages the athlete to continue to               

lose weight and can even result in a domino effect where other athletes recognize this success                

and begin to diet as well (Bratland-Sanda et al. 2013). Social support, specifically that from the                

coach, has a great impact in developing, maintaining and reducing eating disorders. The             

coach's behavior can either reduce the risk of an eating disorder or increase and even trigger it                 

(Bratland-Sanda et al. 2013).  

 

 

3. Theoretical Framework  
 

The theoretical framework comprises of media representation theory and framing.          

Understanding the theories behind the media’s representation of mental health and the framing             

used in its publication facilitates the analysis of the articles. At first, I display representation               

theory as presented by Stuart Hall (2013) and the three different approaches on how meaning is                

created in representations, mainly focusing on the constructionist approach. Thereafter I           

present my second choice of theory, framing. More specifically, I took a closer look at               

Entman’s (1993) framing functions as well as framing structures as presented by Pan and              

Kosicki (1993). Since framing of the representation has a significant impact on the outcome, I               

consider this theory as a beneficial tool for analysing the framing of the material. 
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3.1. Media Representation 

Stuart Hall (2013) demonstrates a simplified description of what representation essentially           

means; how people use language to convey and represent meaningful messages to others. In              

other words, representation is a process of how meaning is exchanged between individuals in a               

specific cultural context by using language, signs and images (Hall, 2013). Thus, a news article               

of an athlete is a representation of that person which the media conveys to the public who then                  

interprets the message according to their cultural context. Moreover, Hall presents three            

different approaches that can be used as tools to better understand how language is used to                

represent the world we live in, the the reflective, the intentional and the constructionist              

approach.  

 

In the reflective approach, language operates as a mirror to reflect the meaning of an object,                

event or a person the way it exists in the world (Hall, 2013). We use different words as codes                   

for objects around us, as they imitate the reality and the meaning that lies within. However,                

Hall points out that there are countless words that are completely fictional, meaning that they               

are not referring to an object in the material world, yet they carry a meaning that we all                  

understand, such as mental illness. The reflective approach is often used by the news media, as                

their fundamental purpose is to represent or reflect real life events in their broadcast and               

articles. However, news representations, as well as all representations, are always constructed a             

certain way and from a certain perspective, meaning that a portion of aspects is always left out.  

The second approach has quite the opposite view of meaning in representations as it claims that                

the messenger determines the meaning of the world through language (Hall, 2013). In other              

words, the messenger or author has a unique way of seeing and interpreting the world and                

conveys messages, i.e. uses language accordingly. Whereas in the reflective approach the            

representation itself and what was being conveyed was the most important part, in the              

intentional approach the one who conveys the representation is in the center as he/she is the                

one imposing the meaning. However, this approach requires the messenger to function under             

the collectively determined rules and conventions of language in order to be understood by              

others (Hall, 2013). In the media, all representations serves the intention of its producer, more               

or less, whether it is the intention to inform, entertain or persuade the audience. For example,                
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when representing a public figure with mental health problems, the producer's intention can be              

to inform and reduce the stigma of the topic or to advance sales and get clicks.  

 

The third and final approach that Hall presents is the constructionist approach. According to the               

constructionist approach, neither the users of language nor the objects can determine the             

meaning of language, since the meaning is constructed by people using signs and concepts              

(Hall, 2013). The constructionist approach argues that the material world where we exist and              

the symbolic practises through which language and meaning operate, need to be separated. It is               

the latter that creates meaning, as opposed to objects and people like the previous approaches               

argued. Hall (2013) clarifies that meaning is ultimately constructed by social actors who use              

the linguistic and representational systems of their culture to convey meaningful messages of             

the world to one another. In other words, representations reflect the values and lifestyles of the                

actors as well as the society and cannot be understood without the cultural context in which                

they appear. Thus, a media representation does not merely consist of the text, sound or image                

represented, but also of the reactions it induces and the social context in which it’s taking                

place.  

 

Out of these three approaches, the constructionist approach has had the largest impact on              

cultural studies and has influenced a number of different models, for example the semiotic and               

discursive approach (Hall, 2013). In the following paragraph, I will discuss the discursive             

approach more closely.  

 

3.1.1. A Discursive Approach  

A society is always predominated by a culture, which affects how its members construct              

meaning. Therefore, the discursive approach argues that in a culture, meaning depends on the              

discourses that operate in a variety of areas which then influences different representations in              

that particular culture (Hall, 2013). The word ‘discourse’ was first used by a French              

philosopher and historian Michel Foucault, as he was interested in the social knowledge that              

representations produced, as opposed to meaning, thus calling it a discourse, instead of             

language (Hall, 2013). Unlike the constructionist approach that studies language as a system of              

representation, the discursive approach examines discourse as a system of representation. A            
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discourse includes both the language that we use and the actions we take. In other words,                

discourse is socially constructed knowledge that can be thought of as “models of the world”,               

since different discourses shape the representation of reality (Hansen & Machin, 2015).            

Foucault aimed to analyze how people perceive themselves in a culture as well as how shared                

social meanings are produced throughout different time periods (as cited by Hall, 2013). An              

important note by Foucault is that discourses, knowledge and representations can be considered             

as the truth “only within a specific historical context”, meaning the social knowledge which              

discourses produce cannot be generalized as they differ from time to time (Hall, 2013). As an                

example Foucault uses mental illness (as cited by Hall, 2013). The discourse of mental illness               

has shifted in different historical periods, meaning it is only understood as meaningful within a               

specific discursive formation. Thus, the concept of mental illness carries a different meaning             

and knowledge today than it did in another time and in another culture.  

 

Foucault was also interested in how knowledge was applied through discursive practises in             

different contexts to regulate others behavior, i.e. the relationship between knowledge and            

power (Hall, 2013). He argued that the two concepts are inseparably enmeshed to one another               

because knowledge is constantly applied to regulate social behavior. For example, what we             

know about mental illness today, in this particular time period, determines how we treat the               

patients and regulate the subject, i.e. exercise power (Hall, 2013). However, since discourses             

are not continuous, but rather shift through time, the discourse of mental illness (the knowledge               

and power) changes as well. This explains why people with mental illness are treated very               

differently today, as opposed to two hundred years ago. In other words, the ‘body’, which is                

constructed within a discourse, in this case mental illness, has changed (Hall, 2013). The body               

determines the state of knowledge of mental illness, how we detect it and how we regard to it                  

in a particular cultural and historical context. As a result, both power, the body and the context                 

of a discourse shapes the representation of mental illness and how we decode it.  

 

3.2. Framing  

In media analysis, framing has often been used in news analysis to examine news discourses               

and issue stance, among others (Sieff, 2003). Framing has a significant role in media              

representations such as news articles, as different framing structures can change the outcome             
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and reception of the presentation. As Entman (1993) describes it, framing outlines the power              

and influence of communicating text. The media frames can be considered as patterns that              

regulate the selection, emphasis and exclusion of representation and interpretation (Conrad,           

2001). Thus, frames determine which topics become news and how they are reported in terms               

of what is presented and what is left out. For example, when portraying an athlete with a                 

mental health problem, excluding certain information about the subject and highlighting other            

profoundly impacts the outcome of the representation. Therefore, the selection of framing            

functions will designate how the problem is perceived and understood by the audience             

(Entman, 1993).  

 

According to Entman (1993), framing selects certain aspects of reality and makes them more              

meaningful in that context. Entman (1993) demonstrates four general functions of framing;            

defining the problem and its costs and benefits, identifying the causes and forces which create               

the problem, morally evaluate the problem and finally, suggesting treatments and predicting            

their impact. These functions are manifested by the presence or absence of keywords,             

stereotypes, repeated phrases, sources of information and sentences that reinforce certain           

statements (Entman, 1993). However, a representation does not necessarily contain all of these             

functions, depending on the choice of framing. When constructing a news story, journalists can              

decide which framing functions they want to apply on a story in order to make it meaningful                 

(Conrad, 2001). Entman (1993) argues that frames have a significant influence especially in             

contexts where the receiver lacks knowledge about the issue and when the frame agrees with               

the receiver’s viewpoint.  

 

3.2.1. Framing structures  

The construction of a media presentation, e.g. the media structure can also define frames (Sieff,               

2003). Pan and Kosicki (1993) present a number of such structures, two of which can be                

considered as most relevant for this research; syntactical structures and script structures.            

Syntactical structures are often applied in news reports. There, framing is used through an              

inverted pyramid structure, which refers to the pyramid-like organization of elements in news             

articles, where the most important parts of the story are presented first and the least relevant                

parts lastly (Pan & Kosicki, 1993). Thus, the framing of the beginning (headline and the lead                
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paragraph) is the most salient part of the article in order to capture the attention of the reader                  

and to get the message across, especially since people tend to only read the most relevant parts                 

of a news article instead of the whole article. However, Sieff (2003) points out the possible                

negative influence of the pyramid structure in terms of mental health problems, as a negative               

headline of  mental health can contribute to and increase the stigma.  

 

Script structures, on the other hand, refer to the functions of news storytelling. According to               

Pan and Kosicki (1993), news articles can be considered as informational stories about an event               

with a beginning, a climax and an end. The structure of a news script is defined according to so                   

called ‘story grammars’; who, what, why, where, when and how (Pan & Kosicki, 1993). These               

work as guidelines for journalists in terms of what information they are expected to gather and                

present. Furthermore, the use of story grammars also determine the framing of the article.  

 
 
4. Method & Material  
 

In this chapter, the material of this study, as well as the collection process, are presented. The 

articles were examined through a narrative analysis and by applying a discourse schema as 

presented by Hansen and Machin (2013). Employing this schema enabled a more objective 

examination of the material and it also operated as a guideline to ascertain the validity of the 

research. 

 

4.1. Material  

The empirical material of this research consisted of eight articles from various Finnish news              

websites, all of which concern a Finnish elite athlete with mental health problems and are               

written between 2000 and 2017. I chose to only include articles that are published online,               

meaning that all Finnish media companies’ websites were included. The news company in             

which the article emerged was not an active factor when selecting articles, nor was the               

placement of the article on that news website. Therefore, the chosen articles were from various               

news websites which also enabled the comparison between them in the analysis.  
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The athletes that I selected are two former and two current elite athletes; skier Mika Myllylä,                

figure skater Kiira Korpi, floorball player Mika Kohonen and skier Eveliina Piippo (see table              

1). The selection was based on previous knowledge about the athletes who have publicly              

spoken about their struggles with two specific mental health problems, namely depression and             

disordered eating. I chose to focus on these conditions since depressive disorders and eating              

disorders are reportedly common among athletes and “leanness sports” respectively (see           

Gulliver et al, 2015; Kenttä & Åkesdotter, 2015). Therefore, articles about athletes who have              

shared their battles with these conditions in question are published more frequently and thus              

easier to encounter. The final four athletes that I chose to focus on was a random sample from                  

several athletes who I knew have publicly discussed their mental health problems. In addition              

to the type of mental health problem, gender was also a contributing factor in the selection,                

therefore I selected two female and two male athletes of whom two have suffered from               

depression and two from disordered eating and anxiety that often comes with it. Choosing two               

former and two current athletes was not intended at first, as the primary factors in the selection                 

were gender and the type of the mental problem. However, when deciding on the fourth athlete                

I intentionally chose a current athlete in order to get two in each category, as I already had                  

chosen one current and two former elite athletes. This selection allowed me to examine              

whether the media portrays athletes differently depending on their gender and type of mental              

health problem. Furthermore, since the articles of the two former athletes were written after              

their sports career, I was enable to compare whether retirement is a determining factor in the                

media portrayal of athletes with mental health problems.  

 

To collect the articles I used Google as a search engine, as it provides a broader access to                  

Finnish news websites as opposed to some other search engine (such as Retriever). The search               

words that I used were the name of the athlete and the name and a type of mental health                   

problem, both separately and together, and in Finnish.  

 

Search terms: Mika Myllylä, Kiira Korpi, Mika Kohonen, Eveliina Piippo, anxiety, eating            

disorder, depression, mental health, mental illness, mental health problems 

 

The selection of articles was divided into two phases in order to get a sufficient amount of                 

articles from which I could choose the two most relevant articles about each athlete, that would                
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compose the material for the analysis. In the first phase, I selected articles from the first two                 

pages of the Google search based on their headlines, whether or not it concerned both the                

athlete and a mental health problem. I only searched from the first two pages of Google, as the                  

search engine sorts and presents the material based on relevance, meaning the most relevant              

results are presented in the first pages. This selection resulted in eighteen articles altogether.              

The second phase was implemented in order to narrow the articles down to only two articles                

per athlete. To carry out the second phase, I applied a schema on the articles to determine                 

whether or not they fulfilled certain criteria; (The material is presented in table 2.)  

 

● Is the athlete the main topic? 

● Is his/her mental health problem(s) the main topic?  

● Articles about one athlete must be either from different news websites OR written in a               

different time period  

Table 2 

 MIKA MYLLYLÄ 
ARTICLE 1 

MIKA 
MYLLYLÄ 
ARTICLE 2 

KIIRA KORPI 
ARTICLE 3 

KIIRA KORPI 
ARTICLE 4 

MIKA KOHONEN 
ARTICLE 5 

MIKA KOHONEN 
ARTICLE 6 

EVELIINA PIIPPO 
ARTICLE 7 

EVELIINA PIIPPO 
ARTICLE 8 

WEBSITE  uusisuomi.fi iltalehti.fi iltalehti.fi kauneusjaterv
eus.fi  

is.fi is.fi hs.fi  iltalehti.fi 

PUBLICATION 
DATE 

6.12.2013 12.4.2008 12.1.2017 13.01.2017  14.8.2014 14.9.2016 2.4.2017 24.11.2017 

SECTION  Sports  News - 
Domestic 

Sports - Winter 
sports 

Health & 
Wellness  

Sports Sports Sports Sports - Winter 
Sports 

HEADLINE*  Mika Myllylä: 
Finland’s most 
tragic sports story 

Mika Myllylä: I 
thought about 
suicide  

MTKL: A 
surprisingly honest 
release form Kiira 
Korpi: Anxiety took 
the happiness out of 
life 

Kiira Korpi: I’m no 
longer controlling 
my eating  

A Finnish sportstar 
opened up about his 
problems - suffers 
from depression and 
panic attacks 

A Finnish elite 
athlete told bald 
details about his 
burnout: ”I haven’t 
slept for 4-5 years” 

A young elite athlete 
who developed an 
eating disorder thought 
she was better as 
skinny: ”The whole 
hassle didn’t make any 
sense" 

The bald consequence of 
eating disorder - 
Finland’s biggest 
skiing-promise 
diminished to 40 kilos: 
”My whole life almost fell 
apart” 

TYPE OF 
ARTICLE 

Biography / 
story  

Recap from 
an interview 

Recap from an 
interview 

Interview Story / Recap 
of an interview 

Story / Recap of 
an interview 

Interview / story  Interview  

ATHLETE IN 
FOCUS 

Yes  Yes Yes  Yes Yes  Yes Yes  Yes  

MENTAL 
HEALTH 
PROBLEM IN 
FOCUS  

Partly Yes Yes Partly Yes Yes  Yes Yes 

* Translated to English. The original articles are presented in page 42 

 

4.2. Narrative Analysis  

A narrative is often confused with story and therefore narrative analysis has previously been              

used mainly in analyzing stories, their structures and representations of society and culture             
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(Hansen & Machin, 2013). However, the definition of narrative differs depending on the             

scholar and the discipline, as they tend to define the term differently. Hansen and Machin               

(2013) defines it as ”a sequence of clauses containing a verb that sets up a sequence of events”                  

(p. 154), which means that a narrative could be anything from a news paragraph to a film.                 

Reissman (2005) has a similar definition of narratives as she describes them as selected,              

organized and connected events that are meaningful to the audience. These definitions are             

rather indefinite which means that no definition will fully fit all narratives, as it covers such a                 

broad variety of genres and texts (Hyvärinen 2008, in Alasuutari et al).  

 

4.2.1. Narrative Discourse Schema  

This research was carried out by a narrative analysis as I consider it to be the most relevant                  

method in terms of analyzing and answering the research questions. More specifically, I             

utilized a narrative analysis to research the underlying discourse schema of the selected             

articles, as such analysis reveals the values and social barriers that construct and lie within the                

texts (Hansen & Machin, 2013; Hjerm et al. 2015). The term discourse schema is presented by                

Hansen and Machin (2013) to emphasize that narratives are not simply stories, but socially              

shared ideas about the world and its events, meaning narrative analysis can be applied in other                

genres as well. Such texts and genres are political speeches and news articles, among others.               

Thus, a narrative discourse schema will shed light to the underlying meanings, values and              

social conceptions of Finnish news articles’ portrayal of athletes with mental health problems.  

 

4.3. Execution  

A narrative discourse schema analysis aims to qualitatively analyze and interpret the sequences             

of activities in the texts (Hansen & Machin, 2013). In this paragraph, I am going to explain                 

how the analysis was conducted. When studying narratives, such as articles, it’s important to              

look at the context it emerges in; what is the social order, who is the one telling it and why is it                      

told. In other words, the first step of applying the analysis was to get familiar with the material                  

to gain a sense of it as a whole (Loseke & Beahm, 2015). To begin with the discourse schema                   

analysis, I used Hansen and Machin’s (2013) proposal of breaking the text into sequences and               

then isolating the most basic series of activity, such as initial setting, problematic outcome,              

suggested solution and final outcome. This can also be called the problem-solution discourse             
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schema (Hansen & Machin, 2013). However, the arrangement of the schema variates from             

article to article, as they often have different structures. Breaking each article into sequences              

allowed me to get a simplified view of the text and enabled the identification of the ’plot’, the                  

main characters and the topic(s) of the article (Loseke & Beahm, 2015). This also enabled a                

comparison between the different components of the articles (Hansen & Machin, 2013). This             

process is presented in Appendix 1.  

 

The next phase of the discourse schema analysis was classifying the language used in it; which                

words are used more frequently (for example burnout, depression), and are they a part of larger                

concepts (mental health). In this step of analysis, I was able to examine the basic messages of                 

social boundaries and values concerning mental health problems that underlie the text (Hansen             

& Machin, 2013). The classification was conducted by counting and marking words that             

appeared most frequently, described the athlete or that were considered as keywords that were              

dealing with or describing mental health in any way. These words were then separated into               

different categories based on what features they delivered to the narrative, and then analyzed              

and connected into larger concepts and discourses (see Appendix 2) (Hansen & Machin, 2013).  

After applying the narrative analysis' discourse schema to each article, I then read them through               

from a theoretical perspective in order to seek resemblances with all of the chosen theories.               

Since the articles differ from one another, they feature different theories as well, meaning not               

all articles are examined through all of the theories. For instance, after employing Entman’s              

(1993) framing functions and Hall’s (2013) constructionist approach to each article I noted that              

the aspects they highlighted slightly shifted the focus away from the athlete’s mental health              

problems or was not relevant in terms of answering the research questions. Therefore, the              

procedure used in the analysis of the articles had to be adjusted under every article, meaning all                 

articles underwent the same theoretical reading, but not all theories are represented in the              

analysis of the articles as they did not deliver information relevant to the research. The analysis                

of the articles is presented and discussed in the next chapter (chapter 5).  

 

4.3. Limitations 

Performing a narrative analysis is rather time consuming, which is why I decided to only               

include eight articles as the material for this research. I acknowledge that due to the size of the                  
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material, this research does not provide a generalizable understanding of how the Finnish news              

websites portray athletes with mental health problems. However, what this research can            

provide is a more profound and in-depth understanding of the media’s portrayal of the issue, as                

well as the discourse schema that lies underneath. The athletes were chosen based on previous               

knowledge about who has publicly spoken about mental health problems, depression and eating             

disorders specifically.  

 

In terms of the search engine, I acknowledge that Google search provides personalized results              

that are impacted by my previous searches on Google, which then impacts the search results.               

However, since I used specific search terms to find material and divided the selection to two                

phases, I do consider this search method and search engine to be valid in collecting the                

material. When deciding which search engine to use, I reflected upon Retriever as well, as it is                 

considered to be more reliable. However, Retriever has a restricted selection of Finnish articles              

from Finnish news websites. Thus, using that search engine would have provided a very              

limited amount of material, which in turn would have compromised the relevance of the              

material.  

 

 

5. Results & Analysis  

 
In this chapter, the analysis and results are presented. I analyzed the material utilizing Hall’s               

(2013) constructionist approach of representation as well as framing theory as presented by             

Entman (1993) and Pan and Kosicki (1993) together with the narrative analysis’ discourse             

schema as presented by Hansen & Machin (2013). These operated as tools and guidelines to               

make the analysis as objective and transparent as possible and to insure its validity. The               

analysis was conducted to each article individually, after which I compared the results of the               

articles with one another. Thus, the analysis and results are displayed in that order as well,                

starting with analysis of Article 1, then Article 2 and so on. The results of the comparison of                  

the articles is presented in the final section of this chapter.  
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5.1.  Results and Analysis of the Articles  

As shown in Appendix 1 and 2, the articles were broken into sequences of activity in order to                  

get a simplified view of each article as a whole, after which I examined the language more                 

closely by marking all keywords. In the next paragraphs, I present the analysis and the results                

of each article individually, which provides the answer to my first research question, namely              

how do the websites in question portray Finnish athletes with mental health problems.  

 

5.1.1. Article 1  

Analysis  

The first article is a narrative story about the career of a Finnish skier Mika Myllylä and it’s                  

published on the web newspaper Uusi Suomi (uusisuomi.fi, 6.12.2013). The construction of the             

first news article has that of a classic narrative, with a clear beginning, a middle with a turn of                   

events and an end, which is similar to the script structure of media representations (Pan &                

Kosicki, 1993). The organization of sections of the article also have references to the ‘story               

grammars’, as in what happened, when it happened, who it happened to and why did it happen                 

etc. (Pan & Kosicki, 1993). The initial setting of the article explains what happened as it takes                 

the reader back to the 2001 Nordic Skiing World Championships’ doping scandal, where             

several Finnish skiers got caught using doping, including Mika Myllylä. The writer goes on to               

tell more about who Myllyä is, focusing on his skiing career, more specifically on his success                

in the mid- and late 1990s. That time period was significant to many Finns, as at the time the                   

Finnish skiers, especially Myllylä, had enjoyed a great success in the international            

championships by winning several medals in the Olympics and the in World Championships.             

The environment that is created in the article suggests that (A) the success in skiing was                

significant for the Finnish people’s national self-esteem, and (B) the Finnish skiers were mostly              

successful due to doping, which led to (C) disgust and hate towards the skiers since they did                 

not fulfill the Finns’ expectations.  

 

In the next phase of the narrative is the middle, which also marks the problematic outcome                

according to the discourse schema (Pan & Kosicki, 1993; Hansen & Machin, 2013). The writer               

goes on to present the life of Myllylä post-doping scandal and the mental health issues that                
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came with it. According to the article, the reason why Myllylä developed depression, suicidal              

thoughts and alcohol misuse was mainly a consequence of the doping scandal, which was also               

more or less the reason he died in 2011. 

 

“Myllylä was a sensitive personality, who couldn’t take the public shame.” 

 

More specifically, the public shame that followed the doping scandal was too much for              

Myllylä, implying that his mental health problems was a repercussion of a recent life event (see                

Gouttebarge et al., 2015). The end of the article presents the suggested solution and the final                

outcome of the narrative (Hansen & Machin, 2013). A suggested solution, according to the              

writer, that should have taken place after 2001 would have been a thorough examination of the                

institution and everyone who was involved in the doping committee, as that could have              

possibly saved Myllylä’s life. What the writer indicates is that Myllylä died because of the               

dishonesty of the sport institution.  

 

In terms of language, the word “doping” (either alone, in a compound word or a synonym for                 

it) occurred rather often. In the beginning of the article, words such as “bright star”,               

“picture-perfect family man”, “skiing hero”, are used to describe Mika Myllylä. However, the             

choice of words changes in the middle, or post-scandal era of the narrative, to “despised man”,                

“sensitive personality” and his life was described as “filled with alcohol”, “downhill” and that              

his problems were showing as suicidal thoughts. Notably, the choice of words differ in the               

beginning where Myllylä is represented as a successful athlete, compared to the middle of the               

article where the athlete’s mental health problems are brought up.  

 

Results  

Based on the discourse schema, certain underlying social values arises. One notable value is              

success and fair game in sports, both generally and individually. Myllylä was the “bright star”               

of Finland due to his success, but after the doping scandal everyone allegedly turned their back,                

as he was not the fair athlete everyone thought he was. The article’s representation of Myllylä’s                

mental health problem suggests that it developed due to the shame and hate from the Finnish                

people and lack of support from peers, which resembles the results of previous studies (see               

Gouttebarge et al. 2015; Hammond et al. 2013). Describing Myllylä with positive and praising              
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words at first and then turning the tone upside down reflects the actual reaction that the athlete                 

got pre- and post-doping scandal. The writer also blames the sport institution for Myllylä’s              

destiny, meaning he takes the burden off of the athlete himself. The journalist represents the               

topic very differently than it was seemingly presented in 2001, which supports Foucault’s idea              

of social knowledge of representations only being ‘true’ within a specific time period (as cited               

by Hall, 2013). Furthermore, continuously mentioning doping in the article indicates that it is              

an important factor when representing the athlete’s career or his mental health problems.             

Another interesting note is that the article is published on Finland’s Independence Day, when              

significant people or events tend to be brought up by the media.  

 

5.1.2. Article 2  

Analysis 

The second article is a short recap of an interview with Mika Myllylä, when he appeared on the                  

Norwegian TV (iltalehti.fi, 12.4.2008). According to the discourse schema by Hansen and            

Machin (2013), the initial setting depicts Myllylä’s struggles with depression to the point             

where he has thought of suicide. The article shortly describes how the “downhill” started after               

the doping scandal in 2001 and that during the interview Myllylä looked healthy and even               

smiled. The article has a clear pyramid structure in its representation of the topic, as the                

reader’s attention is captured with a strong headline (Pan & Kosicki, 1993). The headline and               

the first two paragraphs are framed to capture the darkest times of Myllylä’s depression and               

therefore only discuss his mental health problems that led to suicidal thoughts. Only in the third                

paragraph the athlete's current mental health is displayed with a hopeful tone, as the writer               

represents Myllylä’s comment on how the worst part is over and how he’s already laughing.               

Thus, the athlete’s then current state of mental health does not serve the purpose of the                

headline, which explains why it is portrayed in the last paragraph (Pan & Kosicki, 1993).  

 

The setting of the article is rather serious which becomes visible in the language. The word                

“suicide” occurs frequently compared to other words about mental health problems (see            

Appendix 2). Moreover, most words concerning mental health problems appear in the headline             

and the first two paragraphs, as they are the most relevant ones to capture the reader’s attention                 

(Pan & Kosicki, 1993). However, words with a positive connotation such as “skier legend” and               
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“most successful skier” are used throughout the article when referring to Myllylä. An             

interesting note is that “suicide” and “skier legend”, words that have opposite connotations,             

appear frequently and in the same sentence.  

 

Results  

As Sieff (2003) mentions, syntactical, or pyramid structures might contribute to a negative             

perspective of people with mental health problems, which is notable in this article to some               

extent. The first paragraphs are only focusing on the dark parts of Myllylä’s mental health               

problems instead of his current state of mental health, which leaves the reader with the               

conception of Myllylä as deeply depressed and suicidal because of the doping scandal.             

However, referring to Myllylä as “the skier legend” when discussing his mental health             

problems balances out the negative connotation. Repeatedly reminding the reader of Myllylä’s            

success as well as his mental health problems is a framing function that makes the               

representation of Myllylä’s life more meaningful in that context (Entman, 1993). Furthermore,            

it’s an indication of reducing the stigma around mental health problems by reminding that an               

athlete can be both a successful legend and develop a mental health problem.  
 

5.1.3. Article 3  

Analysis 

The third article that I have chosen is also a recap of an interview that the former figure skater                   

Kiira Korpi did with the Finnish Central Association for Mental Health (MTKL) (iltalehti.fi,             

12.1.2017). The article is published on the website of the Finnish tabloid Iltalehti, meaning it is                

adapted accordingly in terms of beginning the article with such parts that attracts readers, e.g.               

adapting a pyramid structure (Pan & Kosicki, 1993). In the interview, the former athlete              

explains how she suffered from mental health problems during her career. The article begins              

with a relatively strong headline and lead paragraph. It is followed by a citation from Korpi                

where she explains how it all began when she started getting several sponsors after winning               

bronze in the European Championships at the age of nineteen. The initial setting is followed by                

the problematic outcome (Hansen & Machin, 2013). The increased amount of pressure to             

succeed in order to not let her sponsors down led to strict self-criticism, anxiety and a bad                 

conscience about the fact that she got more sponsors due to her looks, as opposed to other                 

athletes. Although Korpi was not the most successful figure skater in Finland, she was the most                
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famous and visible one, mostly due to her Scandinavian looks. The article continues to describe               

how Korpi started to control her eating by only eating healthy foods to keep her from gaining                 

weight. The final outcome of the article outlines how the athlete became aware of her mental                

health problems and an unhealthy relationship with the sport, leaving the ending slightly             

inconclusive in terms of how she continued from there.  

 

The article adopted very colorful language when describing Korpi’s mental health during her             

career. For example, it explains how she was “imprisoned” in her negative mind and how               

“anxiety took the joy out of life”. Korpi also explains how skating determined her way of                

thinking in terms of eating and free time and she how was unable to relax during her career.                  

Words related to mental health problems and sentences where Korpi describes her lack of              

well-being during her career appear throughout the article and are nearly always citations from              

Korpi herself, not by the journalist or a third commentator. The article is framed to focus on                 

Korpi’s perspective only, which shows in the absence of other sources of information (Entman,              

1993). Also the repetitive use of “anxiety”, “bad conscience” or controlled eating together with              

“skating” or “practise” is applied to frame Korpi’s career a certain way and make it more                

meaningful in that context (Entman, 1993).  

 

Results 

This article is framed from a specific aspect of the former athlete’s career, namely to represent                

her career from her mental health’s perspective (Entman, 1993). Although the article uses vivid              

language, it is often covered as citations of Korpi, as in “according to Korpi”. Framing the                

article by only using her citations makes it to appear as her own story instead of a recap of an                    

interview (Entman, 1993). The article also consists of a picture of Kiira Korpi where she               

frowns with a text saying: ”An uncommon picture where Kiira Korpi does not smile. A smile                

often covered the anxiety caused by skating”. This representation reflects the social and             

cultural context according to which Korpi was known as the pretty, smiling, picture-perfect             

representation of Finland (Hall, 2013). The language in the title supports this statement as              

Korpi’s commentary on her mental health problems is described as “surprisingly honest”,            

which indicates that people were not expecting her to open up nor have mental health               

problems. Moreover, although Korpi mentions controlling her eating habits, the article mostly            
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displays her anxiety and bad conscience that she got from the hype on her looks. This indicates                 

that the latter two are more surprising than the first one, given the title.  

 

5.1.4. Article 4  

Analysis 

The following article is an interview with Kiira Korpi on a women’s magazine called Kauneus               

& Terveys (Beauty & Health) about her post-career life and how she became much more               

relaxed after quitting competing (kauneusjaterveys.fi, 13.1.2017). The article is a pure           

interview without any comments or background story by the journalist. The interview begins             

with Kiira answering how her life looks like after her retirement in 2015, how she no longer is                  

dissatisfied with herself and feels more relaxed. The following few questions concern her             

looks; what is she satisfied with and does she have body complexes, whether or not she is                 

controlling her eating and what does her exercise routine look like. Korpi states that she never                

suffered from an “actual” eating disorder, but rather controlled eating by eating overly healthy.              

These questions forms approximately a half of the interview, after which the journalists             

switches the focus to her (then) current life in New York with her designer boyfriend. The                

script structure appears here as well, since the last questions seem less relevant to the title and                 

lead paragraph of the article that concerns her disordered eating and perfectionism (Pan &              

Kosicki, 1993).  

 

In terms of language, words regarding appearance, weight and eating, occur often in the first               

half of the article, when discussing her career. Furthermore, words regarding weight are             

accompanied by strong adjectives such as “extremely” and “overly”, in order to amplify the              

effect and meaning. When asked about her appearance and weight, Korpi associates her urge to               

be thin with a better performance, which is a common intention in weight loss among athletes                

(Bratland-Sanda et al. 2013). The journalist then asks if Korpi still controls her eating, to which                

she replies by saying that after her retirement she “decided” to quit controlling her eating habits                

and took “the risk to gain weight”. In the article, disordered eating is constructed to be a                 

somewhat natural part of figure skating that can be turned off, which aligns with the               

constructionist approach of representations, according to which meaning is constructed by           

social actors through linguistic systems (Hall, 2013). 
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Results 

The interview has some discursive conflicts when it comes to mental health problems. For              

example, one of the questions is about Korpi’s “worst appearance crises”, to which she replies               

by telling about her disordered eating. Our social knowledge about eating disorders revolves             

around appearance and weight, meaning its discourse may be difficult to define (Hall, 2013).              

However, referring to eating disorders as “appearance crisis” denigrates its seriousness and the             

harm it can cause. Moreover, the lead paragraph states that Korpi used to be a perfectionist, as                 

she controlled her eating and was dissatisfied, thus implying that disordered eating is a              

symptom of perfectionism, instead of a mental health problem. It continues to say “this is how                

she became more relaxed”, again indicating that a mental health problem is not an illness and                

can be solved by “becoming more relaxed”. The article doesn’t discuss severe eating disorders,              

but rather symptoms of eating disorders and undefined disordered eating (Bratland-Sanda et al.             

2013). Note that the former athlete herself doesn’t admit or acknowledge that she had possibly               

developed an eating disorder as she does not classify her symptoms as actual symptoms of               

disordered eating. Thus, Korpi’s disordered eating is not portrayed as severe by herself nor the               

article, which ultimately reflects the values of both the social actor and the society (Hall, 2013).  

 

5.1.5. Article 5 

Analysis  

The fifth article is a news story of the Finnish floorball player Mika Kohonen and it’s                

published in the Finnish tabloid Ilta-Sanomat (is.fi, 14.8.2014). The article portrays Kohonen’s            

diagnosis of depression and how that caused him to take a break from playing, which can be                 

examined through Entman’s (1993) framing functions. The first Entman’s (1993) framing           

function is noticeable in the initial setting of the article, as it begins by defining the problem                 

and its costs; Kohonen suffers from depression and panic attacks, which led to him not being                

able to play or compete. The text provides some background about the athlete by displaying his                

achievements and the floorball team which he currently represents, Storvreta IBK in Sweden.             

Comments from Kohonen are also included in the article. The athlete explains how he has               

endured several injuries and felt weak over the previous years, and therefore went to the doctor,                

who then diagnosed a long-term depression that had lasted for three to four years (identifying               
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the causes that created the problem). Moreover, Kohonen comments his diagnosis by stating             

that depression among athletes is much more common than everyone thinks (morally            

evaluating the problem). The final paragraph narrates how Kohonen has gotten help from a              

sports psychiatrist and is temporarily out from the field. This carries out the final framing               

function and the suggested solution (Entman, 1993; Hansen & Machin, 2013).  

 

Entman’s framing functions are manifested by, for example, repeated phrases, presence and            

absence of keywords and by using sentences that reinforce statements, all of which are present               

in the article in question (Entman, 1993). For instance, the headline, lead paragraph and the               

first sentence of the first paragraph all state how a “sports star” or ”the floorball player of all                  

time” or “the five-time-elect for the best player in the world” suffers from depression, thus               

repeating the same sentence three times. Moreover, the athlete is described as “an icon in               

floorball” and his merits are represented at the end of the article as well. Sentences that                

reinforce Kohonen’s achievements and status and “depression” appears most frequently in the            

article and often in the same context. In the article, Kohonen demonstrates how his mental               

health problems are presumably caused by lack of sleep, injuries and uncertainty about his              

career, which are common factors to contribute in depression (see Gulliver et al, 2015; Reardon               

& Factor, 2010). Furthermore, these function as keywords when framing Kohonen’s depression            

and its possible causes (Entman, 1993).  

 

Results 

The article is framed to present Mika Kohonen from two aspects that are enmeshed, his success                

and his depression (Entman, 1993). In this relatively short article, Kohonen’s accomplishments            

are represented four times, he is referred to as a “star” and an “icon” twice and his mental                  

health problems are portrayed in nearly every paragraph. Moreover, his success is consistently             

mentioned together with his mental health problems, indicating that the two are wanted to be               

represented as independent from one another. In other words, one can be a successful athlete               

and suffer from a mental health problems, as those two do not necessarily have a correlation.                

Also, referring to Kohonen as an icon when discussing his depression reduces the negative              

connotation and is less stigmatizing. Kohonen comments on how depression “apparently is            

common among athletes”, meaning he didn’t know about it before. However, the journalist             

chooses not to comment that or discuss the topic further, which reflects the ‘body’ of the                
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discourse of mental health problems, e.g. our state of knowledge and stance towards the topic               

(Hall, 2013).  

 

5.1.6. Article 6  

Analysis  

The second article about Mika Kohonen is also published in the tabloid Ilta-Sanomat in 2016.               

The article is a news story, in which Kohonen reflects upon his mental health problems, how he                 

got better and was able to continue playing and competing again after his break (is.fi,               

14.9.2016). The article is framed as a follow-up for previous unnamed articles, in which new               

aspects of Kohonen’s mental health problems are brought up to emphasize its meaningfulness             

(Entman, 1993).  

 

The article begins with a distinctive headline to capture the reader's attention (Pan & Kosicki,               

1993). Like several news stories, this one also has some extracts that point to a pyramid                

structure but since the article is rather short, it is not as visible. In the initial setting, the                  

journalist illustrates how Kohonen has suffered from depression and is now revealing new             

details about his condition. The article is a recap from an interview that Kohonen did with a                 

Swedish tabloid, from which the journalist has collected his comments. The middle, which also              

marks the problematic outcome, consists of four minor paragraphs, in which the athlete’s             

feelings during the depression are displayed (Hansen & Machin, 2013). First, Kohonen            

comments on how he was unable to sleep properly for four years. He continues by explaining                

how his condition began from a knee injury and painkillers, which evolved into a negative               

spiral. The next paragraph depicts how Kohonen felt weak and suffered from panic attacks and               

high pulse. However, no visible correlation is made between the statements as they are merely               

represented as separate paragraphs, leaving the middle part of the article inconclusive, in terms              

of providing a typical “news climax” (Pan & Kosicki, 1993). The final outcome of the article                

begins with a comment from Kohonen, where he shortly describes his recovery and current              

state of mental health. The athlete says that he is feeling motivated and is ready to continue                 

playing as long as he can.  
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In terms of language, words regarding mental health problems, such as “burnout” and             

“depression” arose throughout the article, although more frequently in the first few paragraphs.             

Moreover, praising titles, like “ace” and “the world’s best player” appear in the beginning of               

the article, and always in the same context with mental health problems. According to the               

headline and lead paragraph, the article promises “new harsh details” about Kohonen’s            

depression, which awakes the reader's’ attention (Pan & Kosicki, 1993). Repetitive phrases            

about sleeping emerges in the beginning, middle as well as in the end (Pan & Kosicki, 1993).                 

For example, the headline consists of a citation from Kohonen about how he couldn’t sleep for                

several years. Moreover, the athlete explains how a crucial part of his recovery was regaining               

his normal sleep pattern, creating the indication that sleep is correlated with mental health,              

although it is not explicitly mentioned. Kohonen also mentions other characters, namely his             

doctor and sports psychologist, both of whom helped him with the recovery process. 

 

Results  

Applying Hansen & Machin’s (2013) discourse schema reveals underlying discourses that           

reflects some of the values of the Finnish culture. For example, the Finnish cultural construct of                

”sisu”, which ultimately means endurance, determination and resilience, arises from the text.            

This becomes distinct when Kohonen explains how he suffered from an injury and was even               

unable to properly walk yet he didn’t quit playing. Moreover, the article displays how the               

athlete had suffered from depression for up to 4 years before he went to the doctor, which                 

supports previous studies about how the athlete’s mental health problems are often bypassed             

(see Reardon & Factor, 2010). Nonetheless, the athlete does acknowledge the help he received              

from his doctor and psychologist as a significant part of the recovery process, implying that               

seeking help is nothing to be ashamed of (see Rice et al. 2016). The article did not, however,                  

include a comment from an authority nor any information of mental health problems. A notable               

detail is how sleeping is partly framed as a cause and a solution for Kohonen’s mental health                 

problems, yet the article doesn’t provide factual information about it, which could have made              

the article more effective.  
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5.1.7. Article 7 

Analysis  

This article is a standard news profile, with some narrative characteristics. The article is about a                

(then) 18-year-old skier Eveliina Piippo, where she discusses her career, future plans and her              

struggles with an eating disorder. The story is published in Finland’s biggest subscriptions             

newspaper, Helsingin Sanomat in 2017 (hs.fi, 2.4.2017). The construction of the representation            

can be analysed by Pan and Kosicki’s (1993) script structure and story grammars. The article               

begins by telling how Piippo wanted to be a skier and a doctor when she was little and                  

continues to state how the former became true. That is followed by a brief introduction of                

Piippo’s achievements and goals for the upcoming season, in other words answering the             

question who Piippo is (Pan & Kosicki, 1993). The discourse schema outlines the problematic              

outcome of the text, which occurs in the middle section of the narrative (Hansen & Machin,                

2013). Piippo goes on to discuss how the mental health problem she struggled with earlier               

almost made a comeback during her previous season, when she trained too hard and ate too                

little. Later in the article, the athlete explains how she developed an eating disorder in 2014 and                 

how it initially began with losing weight to get a better performance. However, the media was                

also a contributing factor, according to Piippo. Towards the end of the article, the athlete               

demonstrates how she felt during that time period and how she recovered from the eating               

disorder. The journalist mentions Piippo’s blog, where she has openly talked about her mental              

health problem mainly to raise awareness about the prevalence of eating disorders among             

female athletes. The final paragraphs of the article regard her future plans in terms of university                

and career, meaning they were not as relevant for the analysis.  

 

An inherent feature of the script structure is that the most salient information is captured in the                 

headline and the lead paragraph, meaning it also adopts more vivid language (Pan & Kosicki,               

1993). For instance, in the beginning of the article Piippo is referred to as “a young elite                 

athlete” and “best in her age”, and thereafter only with her last name. This forms the                

impression that in order to make the story more relevant, the journalist needs to represent the                

profile as a significant and successful athlete. In terms of words referring to mental health               

problems, “eating disorder” occurs most frequently, mainly in the “climax” of the article (Pan              

& Kosicki, 1993). All sentences describing Piippo’s eating disorder are comments or citations             
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from the athlete herself, thus framing the representation of eating disorder from her point of               

view. Thus, the discourse of this particular mental health problem is constructed through the              

social knowledge of a particular group of people, namely those who have previously suffered              

from an eating disorder (Hall, 2013). Piippo calls herself a “perfectionist-achiever” and            

“over-achiever” as she wanted to lose more and more weight in order to be a better skier.                 

Entman’s (1993) framing functions to reinforce the statements of eating disorder become            

visible in Piippo’s comments where she attempts to explain how she felt while suffering from               

an eating disorder. For example, the athlete illustrates how the number on the scale defined her                

life, how it felt as if there were several voices and personalities inside her head and how she                  

will “never be free from those thoughts”. These descriptions may seem abstract to those who               

are not familiar with the social context of eating disorders. Piippo mentions how eating              

disorders are complicated to explain to anyone who has not experienced it. She also addresses               

the prevalence of eating disorders among endurance athletes in general, and specifically among             

females.  

 

Results 

Almost all statements and sentences about the eating disorder were Piippo’s own comments             

and not the journalist’s, meaning the analysis of how the website portrays an eating disorder is                

essentially based on how the athlete herself comments her mental health problem. The absence              

of the journalist’s or a third party’s comment is a framing function that reflects the social                

values and “the body” of mental health problems, e.g. our knowledge of eating disorders and               

how we regard to them in a specific cultural context (see Foucault as cited by Hall, 2013).                 

Although Piippo mentioned the large proportion of eating disorders among athletes, the            

journalist did not grasp it by providing facts about the issue. Another interesting note is how                

the journalist writes the media involvement into citations, as to prove that it’s not reflecting the                

journalist’s values and thoughts of the issue:  

 

“Also “media’s trends” drew her to the wrong direction.”  

 

This statement is not further contemplated or brought up anywhere else in the article, implying               

that the media’s involvement in developing an eating disorder is wanted to keep hidden or not                

considered significant by the reporter.  
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5.1.8. Article 8 

Analysis 

The eighth and final article is a news article of Eveliina Piippo, in which she describes her                 

eating disorder, amongst other things. The article is published in the Finnish tabloid Iltalehti              

(iltalehti.fi, 24.11.2017). The construction of the representation follows a pyramid structure, as            

the headline and lead paragraphs encapsulate the most relevant information of the article and              

are written conspicuously (Pan & Kosicki, 1993). Moreover, the article was examined utilizing             

Entman’s (1993) framing functions. The article begins with a strong headline and a lead              

paragraph that states how Piippo developed an eating disorder and “faded into a skeleton” yet               

now she is foretold to be a new star. The initial setting demonstrates how Piippo downloaded a                 

picture to Instagram from 2014; the time she was at her worst. Both the athlete and the                 

journalist comment on her appearance by clarifying that she suffered from a severe eating              

disorder. However, the picture the journalist refers to is not included in the article. Piippo               

explains how a turning point was to realize that she won’t be able to join the junior Olympic                  

Festival, if she doesn’t gain weight. Thus, the first paragraph defines the problem and its costs                

(Entman, 1993), and ends with describing how she is now normal weight and healthy,              

according to her doctors. In the middle section, the article briefly depicts Piippo’s personal              

blog in which she discusses the shortcomings of the sports institution and shares her battle with                

the eating disorder, marking the moral evaluation of the problem (Entman, 1993). Piippo             

comments on how too many athletes embellish the truth or leave it unsaid, which is why she                 

wants to act to the contrary. The article ends with a praising comment from Iltalehti’s skiing                

expert on Piippo’s bright future as a skier and brief comments from the athlete herself on her                 

future. Thus, the last paragraph of the article is the least relevant in terms of answering the                 

research question, which is typical for a pyramid structure (Pan & Kosicki, 1993).  

 

The article adopts a relatively powerful language, especially in the beginning. For instance, the              

headline refers to Piippo as “Finland’s biggest skiing-promise” and how she “faded into a              

skeleton” when referring to her appearance during her eating disorder. The journalist also             

depicts Piippo’s picture on Instagram as “shocking”. Such language reinforces the statement of             

Piippo’s eating disorder, thus making it more meaningful (Entman, 1993). This phrase is             

repeated three times; in the headline, lead paragraph and in the first sentence of the first                
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paragraph, which also is a framing function utilized by the writer (Entman, 1993). Furthermore,              

the journalist explains how Piippo was suffering from “morbid underweight” and how the             

combination of too much exercise and too little food was “life-threatening”. The athlete herself              

also describes her feelings during that time by saying it was “crazy” and “tough” and how her                 

“life almost fell apart”. When discussing the causes that created the problem, the journalist              

mentions “youths’ beauty ideals”, while Piippo clarifies how “our society [as a whole] is              

appearance centered”, indicating that it’s not only the youth who are affected by it. In the                

middle paragraph, Piippo explains that she wants to be “a role model” for someone who suffers                

from an eating disorder and talks about the shortcomings of sport institutions, yet the              

paragraph’s subtitle is “lonely wolf”, which is based on only one sentence from that paragraph. 

 

Results 

In the article, both the journalist and the athlete uses striking keywords to describe Piippo’s               

eating disorder, possibly to make the article more attractive (from the journalist point of view)               

and to highlight the seriousness of eating disorders (from Piippo’s point of view). However, the               

keywords mostly concentrate on her appearance instead of her mental health. The language that              

the journalist uses to describe Piippo’s skinny appearance can be perceived as rude at times,               

considering that using similar language to describe an overweight person, who also suffers             

from a mental health problem, would be unacceptable in today’s cultural context. Thus, the              

representation of Piippo’s skinny appearance and eating disorder reveals the underlying           

discourse and reflects the cultural context, according to which eating disorders that make one              

lose weight are easy to condemn (Hall, 2013). However, such representation also manages to              

highlight the severity of developing an eating disorder. Even though the article begins with              

negative language about the eating disorder, the final paragraph presents Piippo as a rising star               

who, despite her mental health problems, could be “successful on an international level”.  

 

An interesting note is how the middle section, in which Piippo discusses the flaws of sport                

institutions and the avoidance of the truth, is subtitled as “lonely wolf”, implying that she is                

also alone with her thoughts about the sports community which the article didn’t want to               

address. Since her comments are not further explained, it remains unclear what the             

shortcomings are and what “truth” other athletes are trying to avoid, meaning she implies to a                

sports discourse that others are not aware off.  
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5.2. Comparing the Articles  

This section provides an answer the second research question, which is to examine whether the               

different articles’ portrayal of athletes with mental health problems differ from one another and              

how does it become visible. The first step of the analysis was to break each article into                 

sequences of events in order to get a simplified view of them, which then facilitated their                

comparison with one another (Hansen & Machin, 2013). The sequences of each article have              

similar features, in terms of all of them beginning with some sort of an introduction or                

background, representing a problematic outcome and a final outcome (see Appendix 1).            

However, the styles of the articles variate, depending on which website it is published on. For                

example, Articles 2, 3, 5, 6 and 8 were published on a tabloid which became visible in the                  

structure of the representation, as they all utilized a syntactical structure (Pan & Kosicki, 1993).               

Articles 1 and 7, in turn began with a broader introduction about the athlete in question, then                 

represented the problem and finalized the story with an ending, thus adapting a clear script               

structure (Pan & Kosicki, 1993).  

 

To answer my other research question, I first analysed the contrast between the two articles               

about the same athlete with one another. Thereafter I compared all articles with each other in                

order to examine the eventual differences between gender, news website and mental health             

problem, as well as other potential differences that may occur in the representation. I              

discovered notable differences between the article pairs from every other athlete, except for             

Articles 5 and 6 about Mika Kohonen. The two articles were published in the same news                

tabloid only two years apart, which might explain their similarity.  

 

The most distinguished difference between Articles 1 and 2 about Mika Myllylä is the length,               

framing and the extent to which the journalist had made himself familiar with the athlete and                

the subject. Furthermore, Article 1 is written after Myllylä’s demise, whereas Article 2 is              

written when he still was alive, meaning the two representations of Myllylä’s struggle with              

mental health problems carries a different “body” and a different context of discourse (Hall,              

2013). For example, Article 1 is a comprehensive narrative in which the journalist essentially              

blames the sports institution for Myllyä’s destiny to honour his memory, whereas Article 2 is a                
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brief recap of an interview without any analysis or clarifying comments from the journalist              

even though the text concerns the former athletes suicidal thoughts. 

 

When it comes to articles about Eveliina Piippo, Articles 7 and 8 portray the athlete’s struggles                

with an eating disorder from various perspectives. The latter frames the eating disorder from an               

appearance perspective, instead of portraying it as a mental health issue, which reflects the              

social and cultural context in which the representations appears (Hall, 2013). However, in             

Article 7 Piippo herself describes her condition from a mental point of view, in terms of                

demonstrating her feelings and thoughts during that period of time. Furthermore, the language             

that is used to describe Piippo is more positive in Article 7 as opposed to Article 8. One                  

explanatory factor is the platform in which the articles are published. Article 8 is released on                

Iltalehti (tabloid) whereas Article 7 is published in Helsingin Sanomat (newspaper), which is a              

highly recognized newspaper and news source in Finland. Similar framing to Article 8             

reappears in Article 4, which is an interview with Kiira Korpi in a women’s magazine. The                

interview questions merely concern Korpi’s physical appearance, disregarding Korpi’s         

comments about her mental health, even though she reports dissatisfaction and distorted body             

image. Article 3, on the other hand, associates the discourse of mental health problems with               

Korpi’s skating career, by including citations from Korpi where she explains how anxiety and              

disordered eating habits developed due to extreme pressure from skating. Whereas in Article 4              

the interview questions regard her post-skating life, Article 3 aims the attention at Korpi’s              

mentality during her career. However, note that Article 3 is a recap of an interview on the                 

Finnish Central Association for Mental Health’s magazine, which noticeably determines the           

framing of the news story.  

 

After contrasting the article pairs with each other, I continued to compare all articles with one                

another to discover differences in terms of retirement, gender and type of mental condition,              

among others. As to the contrast between former and current athletes, a deviation was              

recognized. In Articles 1, 2 and 3 both Myllylä and Korpi’s (former athletes) mental health               

problems were described to be caused by external factors, e.g. pressure (by media) and public               

shame. Whereas in Articles 5, 6 and 8, the current athletes’ mental health problems were               

primarily reported to have developed due to injury, lack of sleep and desire to be better, e.g.                 

more personal matters. These results resembles the findings of previous studies, according to             
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which former athletes are more likely to develop a mental health problem due to a recent life                 

event, such as a doping scandal (Gouttebarge et al. 2015). Moreover, injuries, media scrutiny,              

and obsessively monitoring one’s eating habits are common factors in developing a mental             

health problem among current athletes (Gouttebarge et al, 2015; Reardon & Factori, 2010).             

Both female athletes, one current and one former, argue that the media, which is an external                

factor, was a contributing factor in developing mental health problems. Neither statements            

were further interpreted, which, according to Entman’s framing functions (1993), indicates that            

that aspect wasn’t relevant in framing the athlete’s mental health problems nor complied with              

the journalist’s intentions (Hall, 2013). Another noticeable point is how almost every article             

ends with a hopeful cue, where the athlete describes his/her recovery process in some way,               

ending the article with a positive tone.  

 

In terms of gender, I observed a few differences between the websites’ portrayal of female, as                

opposed to male athletes. A notable contrast is how in all of the four articles of male athletes                  

(Articles 1,2,5 and 6), the athlete was described with praising words, such as “legend” and               

“star” and his achievements are enumerated. However, only one article represents one of the              

female athletes accomplishments (Article 7) and refers to her with appreciating language. This             

resembles previous studies according to which men are generally represented as superior to             

women (Yang et al., 2016). For instance, Articles 2, 3 and 8 are all published on the same news                   

website Iltalehti, of which the two latter articles are of Kiira Korpi and Eveliina Piippo (female                

athletes) and the first one of Mika Myllylä (male). In Article 2 Myllylä is referred to as “skiing                  

legend” several times throughout the text, whereas in articles 3 and 8 Korpi and Piippo are                

merely referred to by their last names. Furthermore, the most frequent words in both Articles 2                

and 5 of the two male athletes are “depression” and “suicide” respectively and praising words,               

whereas in Articles 8 and 3, the most frequently occurring words only regard the female               

athletes’ mental health problems (see Appendix 2). The type of mental health problem may              

explain the differences between the media representation of male and female athletes.            

However, since I selected athletes with same sex who also underwent the same mental health               

problem, the significance of the condition in the representation, as opposed to gender, can only               

be speculated. Furthermore, both female athletes’ condition are described in more detail, in             

terms of explaining how it started and how they felt, as opposed to the male athletes. However,                 
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that is merely due to female athletes being more open when discussing their condition, instead               

of the reporters’ active choice to portray females differently.  

 

None of the articles used other sources of information when discussing mental health problems.              

Including comments from specialists or referring to a research in the article could have been a                

framing function to make the subject more meaningful in the context (Entman, 1993).             

Moreover, none of the articles addressed mental health problems among athletes in general, but              

rather portrayed the athlete’s mental health problem as a singular story, implying that its              

amplitude is not known among journalists. In two different articles, namely number 5 and 7,               

the athlete in question mentioned how depression/eating disorder is more common among            

athletes than people think. However, in neither of the articles did the journalist seize the               

comment by introducing facts or further questions about the subject. According to Hall’s             

(2013) theory of representations, all representations serve the purpose of the producer. Thus,             

including factual information about mental health problems among athletes did not serve the             

intention of the producer, implying that the purpose of all eight articles was not to inform but                 

rather to portray athletes from a mental health perspective, possibly to advance sales and attract               

readers. Considering that no studies about the prevalence of mental health problems among             

Finnish athletes have been published, it is probable that the journalists doesn’t have enough              

knowledge about the subject, nor any studies to refer to in their publications. This could, in                

turn, partially explain the lack of other sources in the articles. 

 

6. Discussion  
The aim of this research was to qualitatively examine how Finnish news websites portray              

Finnish elite athletes with mental health problems, as well as to analyze the eventual              

differences between various articles’ representation of the topic. As this research is a             

qualitative one, I chose to examine eight articles of four Finnish athletes, two former and two                

current, in order to get a deeper understanding of the subject. To carry out the analysis I                 

conducted a narrative discourse schema which I then applied together with the theoretical             

framework to analyze and interpret the material. This research shows how different framing             

techniques and functions affects the outcome of the article (see Articles 7 and 8) as well as how                  

the representation reflects the social knowledge and cultural and historical context (Hall, 2013).  
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The articles are generally framed from the athlete’s point of view, as they include more               

citations from the athlete than comments from the reporter. Incorporating the athlete’s            

comments, language with positive connotation and hopeful cues about recovery indicates a            

positive depiction about mental health problems and entails that even successful athletes can             

suffer from mental health problems yet still continue with their career. For instance, in all               

representations of depression and male athletes, the negative connotation of mental health            

problems is seemingly wanted to be balanced out by using complimenting words to describe              

the athletes since words, such as ”suicide” and ”depression” often appear together with praising              

words like ”legend” and ”sport star”. However, such a phenomenon did not occur as clearly in                

the articles about female athletes with eating disorder and anxiety. In the light of the context of                 

Articles 3,4,7 and 8 about eating disorders and anxiety, the possibility that the causing factor in                

the difference of language is the type of condition, instead of the gender, exists. However, due                

to the setting of this research, it remains unclear whether the difference in language depended               

on gender or the type of condition, meaning no general conclusions can be made based on this                 

result. This leaves an opening for further research among this area.  

 

In two of the articles (Articles 4 and 8), disordered eating is strongly connected to appearance,                

implying that distorted body image and disordered eating have merely something to do with              

looks instead of being a mental health problem. The “body”, that Foucault (as cited by Hall,                

2013) represents, of the discourse of eating disorder is different than that of depression.              

According to Foucault’s body metafor, the social knowledge of eating disorders is lesser than              

our social knowledge of depression, which causes us to detect and regard to it differently (Hall,                

2013). As Yang et al. (2016) argues, the media is the main source of information about mental                 

health problems, meaning the media coverage of athletes with mental health problems impacts             

the way they are perceived by the people. Moreover, the lack of knowledge about mental health                

problems makes people rely on the information that media provides (Stout et al., 2004). Thus,               

representing misleading information about eating disorders, for instance, can have harmful           

consequences in terms of detecting disordered eating and reducing its stigma.  
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6.1. Conclusion  

Unlike the article in USA Today about American athletes, the Finnish news websites portray              

each athlete with a mental health problem as separate cases instead of addressing mental health               

problems among athletes as a broader problem, which it is (see Rice et al., 2016). None of the                  

articles discussed mental health in a more comprehensive manner, referred to a research, nor              

included a specialist or another source of information to discuss mental health problems.             

Although keywords regarding mental health occurred frequently in every article, the narratives            

were mostly framed from the athlete’s point of view and on a manifest level. This can be                 

interpreted in two different ways. Firstly, including many citations from the athlete him- or              

herself regarding mental health problems gives a positive description about the condition,            

which contributes to reducing stigma and implies that even successful elite athletes can develop              

mental health problems (Yang et al., 2016). Secondly, excluding any factual information and             

failing to recognize the problem as a whole that needs to be addressed and informed about,                

implies that the media websites regard athletes with mental health problems with minor interest              

and doesn’t perceive it as significant as it arguably is. On the other hand, mental health                

problems is a rather sensitive topic, which makes it difficult to portray them in a way that is                  

accepted by the society, especially when it comes to well-known elite athletes with mental              

health problems.  

 

6.2. Acknowledgements & Further Research  

Although this research aimed to provide a deeper understanding of the Finnish news websites’              

portrayal of Finnish athletes with mental health problems, it did have some deficiencies. A              

couple of the articles were recaps of other interviews, which determined the course of the               

article and left little space for the journalist to comment and reflect upon the subject. This                

affected the outcome of how the subject was portrayed, which in turn impacted the outcome of                

this research. Furthermore, the articles about Mika Kohonen (Articles 5 and 6) were from the               

same news website which, as it turned out, excluded the comparison aspect as the articles were                

so similar. Moreover, this research was a qualitative study in which I only examined eight               

articles with the subject athletes with mental health problems which makes this particular study              

ungeneralizable. However, this research can operate as a premise for further, more            

comprehensive research about the athlete’s mental health in the Finnish nonfiction media.  
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APPENDIX 2  
 
Article 1  
 

REGARDING MENTAL HEALTH  DESCRIPTIVE WORDS FREQUENTLY OCCURRING 

suicidal behaviour  tragic story doping (-skiing -scandal,-program x5) 

substance use (doping, alcohol) picture-perfect family man blood doping (x2) 

 bright star EPO-hormone (x5) 

 national hero  

 skiing hero  

 despised man  

 sensitive personality  

 public shame   

 
 
Article 2  
 

REGARDING MENTAL HEALTH DESCRIPTIVE WORDS FREQUENTLY OCCURRING 

deep depression serious but well  suicide 

suicidal thoughts successful skier skiing legend 

despair skiing legend (x4)  

substance use  smiling  

suicide (x2)   

“my life ends”   

 
 
Article 3 
 

REGARDING MENTAL HEALTH DESCRIPTIVE WORDS FREQUENTLY OCCURRING 

anxiety (x4) (anxiety) took the joy out of life anxiety  

pressure  unable to relax  

bad conscience “enough the way I am”*  

stress “unhealthy relationship with sport”  

negative mind surprisingly honest  

controlled eating   
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Article 4 
 

REGARDING MENTAL HEALTH DESCRIPTIVE WORDS FREQUENTLY OCCURRING 

controlled eating (x3) perfectionist (x2) controlled eating  

“as thin as possible” dissatisfied (x2)  

eating disorder more relaxed (x2)  

eating overly healthy  appearance   

distorted body image  appearance crisis  

 extremely thin   

 
 
Article 5 
 

REGARDING MENTAL HEALTH DESCRIPTIVE WORDS FREQUENTLY OCCURRING 

depression (x5) sports star depression 

long-term depression player of all time praising words  

panic attacks five-time-elect for the best player in      
the world 

 

powerless icon   

injuries (causing problem) worldchampion   

bad sleep quality    

 
 
Article 6  
 

REGARDING MENTAL HEALTH DESCRIPTIVE WORDS FREQUENTLY OCCURRING 

burnout (x2) elite athlete depression  

depression (x2) five-time-elect for the best player in      
the world 

burnout 

severe depression ace  

powerless “motivated”   

panic disorder “healthy”  

recovery    
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Article 7 
 

REGARDING MENTAL HEALTH DESCRIPTIVE WORDS FREQUENTLY OCCURRING 

eating disorder (x6) young elite athlete eating disorder  

dark period “better as skinny”*  

“trained hard, ate little” best in her age  

lack of joy  hardcore skier  

 one of the best  

 mature  

 
 
Article 8  
 

MENTAL HEALTH PROBLEMS DESCRIPTIVE WORDS FREQUENTLY OCCURRING 

eating disorder (x6) Finland’s biggest skiing-promise (x2) eating disorder 

controlled eating  faded to 40kg words about her skinny appearance 

trained too hard faded into a skeleton (x2)   

life threatening  skeleton- ish   

health problems “life almost fell apart”*  

morbid underweight  lonely wolf   

 “role model”*  

*a citation from the athlete him/herself, e.g. his/her own words  
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